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Powerful, fresh and melodic trance with hints of classical music, modern trance and Nightwish. 11 MP3

Songs ELECTRONIC: Trance, ELECTRONIC: Dance Show all album songs: Free Your Mind Songs

Details: Dear readers: My album sold out faster than expected. Thanks to everybody who bought it! I'm

very happy for this! :) And sorry for those who must wait now. I'm in the middle of moving to another city

in Norway, and I won't get all the equipment I need for at least 2 days (Friday 26th). Then, I'll print more

albums and hopefully send them the next day. Then it takes about a week for the CD's to arrive USA... I

regret I didn't send more CD's the first time, but never in my wildest dreams I would expect it to be sold

out this fast. So in the meantime, you can listen to the sound clips, and if you're OK with downloading the

songs as mp3, please do so instead :) Thank you! - Corwana BIO/NOTES: Corwana is a producer of

trance and electronic music. Typically, his music includes good and catchy melodies and beautiful

harmonies/atmospheres. There's also influences from different styles of music, and he uses a wide

selection of instruments in his tracks. Corwana likes to be creative and spices up the album with many

"real" instruments, not only "computer"-sounds. He's even been compared to finnish metal-group

Nightwish because of his use of instruments :) It's deep, melodic and sometimes dark. However, you

won't find any metal here, this album is pure trance. "I think everybody who liked the good old trance from

the years 1999-2003 will enjoy this album". With this debut album Corwana compiles some of his favorite

productions from 2005-2007. Every single track has had a make-over the last weeks before release, so

even people familiar with his music will find something new here :) His intention was to create a CD not

only for DJ's and clubbers to appreciate, but also people who like to listen to music at home or in the car.
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